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	Statement 4: To whom it may concern,First, thank you to the Commission for the important and hard work they perform in administering the important technical processes that underpin democracy in NSW.My purpose in lodging this comment is to register my strong objection to the Liberal Party proposal for the redistrubtion of seats in the Hunter region of NSW. As I will seek to demonstrate, the Liberal Party has sacrificed communities of interest, geogprahical integrity/natural boundaries, and the boundaries of existing districts in a nakedly transparent attempt to give itself a political advantage at the next election. In alphabetical order:The Liberals propose that the seat of Cessnock lose Kurri Kurri, with which the town of Cessnock is intimately connected economically, socially, and culturally (not to mention being within the same LGA), and instead be located in a seat with the regional towns of Singleton and Muswellbrook - towns which are much better represented in the seat of Upper Hunter. The Liberals prospose that the seat of Maitland be changed almost beyond recognition, and with little legitimate justification. They have split the Maitland LGA  and have proposed combining communities with little in common with one another: they have split East Maitland in half and redistirbuted it off into their proposed seat of Raymond Terrace; and they have taken West Wallsend, Kurri Kurri and Cameron Park out of Cessnock and added them to Maitland. These changes make no sense on communities of interest or geographic grounds - they only make sense in the the effect it achieves in the abolition of the seat of Port Stephens.The Liberals' most egregious proposal is to abolish the seat of Port Stephens by splitting Port Stephens LGA in half - separating the Tomaree Peninula from Raymond Terrace (the council seat), while Raymond Terrace is combined with the remains of East Maitland and Bolwarra Heights, themselvee divorced from their own council area and communities of interest in Maitland LGA.The Tomaree Peninsula, which has close economic, social, and cultural ties to Raymond Terrace, Newcastle, and the wider Lower Hunter region, is instead forced into a seat with rural and regional parts of the state with which it has little in common, such as Dungog and Gloucester. The only purpose of this exercise in mangling the current coherent boundaries of Port Stephens and Maitland is to allow the creation of a rural seat that there is otherwise no demographic justification for. This sacrifice by the Liberal Party of communities of interest and coherent boundaries that utilise natural geographic boundaries, LGA boundaries and localities, in order to give itself an unearned political advantage must be rejected by the Commission, which has a proud history of putting the interests of NSW communities ahead of any political consideration. Thank you for your time
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